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Abstract

Ecotoxicologic studies of marine environments 
are complex. Expanding knowledge should take 
into account toxicology, ecology, biology, medi-
cine, and global as well as local anthropogenic 
disturbances of ecosystems. These areas of inter-
est are discussed, leading to recommendations for 
biomonitoring of a specific location. Marine mam-
mals are useful as bioindicators of environmental 
disturbance and as sentinels of health risks for 
humans who frequently consume seafood. A small 
community of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops trun-
catus) in West Galveston Bay, Texas, with strong 
site fidelity is discussed here for consideration as 
a local environmental biomonitor. These dolphins 
are subject to a number of environmental impacts, 
including industrial toxins, nonpoint source agri-
cultural and residential runoff, and pollutants from 
vessels. Other threats include climate change and 
toxic algal blooms. Marine mammal mass mor-
tality events linked to morbillivirus infections in 
other areas have been associated with one or more 
of these environmental disturbances. Toxic effects 
described in cetacean literature generally do not 
include neurotoxic changes because specific 
tests for aquatic mammals are not yet available. 
Neurotoxicity has been addressed in studies of 
humans who consume contaminated seafood; spe-
cific findings are included in this review because 
marine mammals are likely to be subject to similar 
adverse effects. Researchers designing biomoni-
tor studies need to keep in mind the multiple and 
complex impacts caused by both local and global 
issues. Known impacts on Galveston Bay are out-
lined and considered in suggesting local biomoni-
tor study designs. Small populations of near-shore 
resident dolphins can serve more effectively as 
useful upper trophic level environmental bioindi-
cators with such a multidisciplinary approach. 
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Introduction

Anthropogenic contaminants and related dis-
turbances within marine ecosystems have been 
increasingly recognized in recent years as having 
related adverse effects on both people and marine 
mammals, with contaminated seafood as a common 
denominator. Numerous studies have evaluated the 
usefulness of marine mammals as bioindicators of 
environmental disturbance (Berrow et al., 2002; 
Brenez et al., 2004; Fossi et al., 2003). Dolphins 
are good candidates as sentinel species for the 
aquatic health of a local ecosystem (O’Shea et al., 
1998) because some dolphin populations preferen-
tially stay in particular areas (Wells et al., 1987; 
Würsig & Harris, 1990), and they are apex preda-
tors occupying a high position in the food web. 
A small community of common bottlenose dol-
phins (Tursiops truncatus) in West Galveston Bay, 
Texas, has demonstrated evidence for such site 
fidelity (Irwin & Würsig, 2004; Maze & Würsig, 
1999). In this paper, these animals will be used as 
an example of resident dolphins with potential as 
local environmental biomonitors. In addition, per-
tinent recent literature will be reviewed, providing 
evidence for human health risks related to seafood 
consumption, particularly for the very young. 

When marine mammals are viewed as indi-
cators of human health risk (Ross, 2000), there 
may be added benefits for researchers from the 
perspective of ecotoxicological risk assessment. 
While recognizing that differences exist in physi-
ological responses to toxins in different species, 
studies that demonstrate evidence for toxin loads 
with or without associated toxicity in animals 
resident to an area where humans harvest seafood 
remain pertinent to human health concerns. When 
the benefits of such studies to human health risks 
are understood by funding agencies, opportunities 
for research funding tend to expand. 

Xenobiotic (chemicals foreign to the biologi-
cal system) toxicities that have received the bulk 
of attention in the marine mammal field relate 
to immunotoxicity and endocrine disturbances 
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(O’Shea, 1999; Reijnders, 1986; Tanabe et al., 1994). 
Carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, and teratogenesis 
(birth defects) also have been considered. Although 
neurotoxicity is well-known as one of the possible 
complications of exposure to xenobiotics, this area 
has not been emphasized in the marine mammal lit-
erature because there are few relevant tests that can 
be applied to wild aquatic mammals. This review 
will explore some recent advances that contribute 
to understanding xenobiotic-induced neurotoxicity, 
particularly in humans, in view of the implications 
for potential similar effects in marine mammals.

The determination of a clear cause-and-effect 
relationship of a toxic exposure to a specific patho-
logic finding is extremely complex. For example, 
many factors have been thought to play a role in 
recent marine mammal mass mortality events sec-
ondary to morbillivirus, including toxin loads and 
exposure to harmful algal blooms. In addition, when 
testing for biomarkers of exposure in biopsy stud-
ies, it must be kept in mind that numerous toxins 
may have the potential to induce these biomarkers. 
When biomarkers are demonstrated in the study of 
sentinel species, various known inducers of those 
markers need to be considered before a relationship 
to any one agent can be strongly suspected. 

As biopsy studies of marine mammals increase 
with the advent of improved technology, there 
is a need for further emphasis on study designs 
that relate to specific questions about local con-
taminants. This report presents a compilation of 
pertinent human impacts on the Galveston Bay 
system where the dolphins studied reside and also 
briefly reviews global environmental anthropo-
genic impacts, as they are pertinent to monitoring 
techniques and benefits in all locations. 

This report covers a number of interrelated 
topics that are all relevant to the development of 
optimal designs for biomonitoring near-shore eco-
systems using resident dolphins as a sentinel spe-
cies. Maximizing the usefulness of data for the 
particular locale is especially important when the 
community of animals under investigation is very 
small, as biopsies, including skin and some blubber, 
are the most common tissue harvesting techniques. 
It is important to minimize risk to the animals 
and maximize relevant data from small samples. 
Knowledge of local contaminants, as well as more 
general knowledge related to findings in other dis-
ciplines that might apply, should result in improved 
efficiency and productivity in these studies. 

Adverse Health Effects on Marine Mammals 
and Humans Due to Consumption of 

Contaminated Seafood

Over two billion people worldwide rely on sea-
food as their major source of protein (Knap et al., 

2002). Many more consume seafood at significant 
levels. Sixty percent of the world’s human popu-
lation lives in coastal areas, and that estimated 
percentage is on the rise (Dewailly et al., 2002). 
Near-shore dolphins and people eat similar marine 
foods, so any indication of toxicity or toxin loads 
in dolphins related to their diet has implications 
for humans who regularly eat seafood from that 
same area and vice versa. Dolphins and humans 
also both represent multi-generational end-point 
receptors in the process of biomagnification of 
pollutants through the food chain. 

Investigations of seafood consumption and 
the associated effects on humans have paralleled 
those in marine mammals. One human example 
is noted in a study by Bjerregaard et al. (2001), 
which showed statistically positive correlations 
of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) body burdens 
in Greenland Inuit in males by age (as females 
offload their burdens to their children). Their 
marine diet included consumption of marine 
mammals as well as fish. The authors were able to 
determine that bioaccumulation of PCBs began in 
the 1950s. There was evidence for continued con-
centration increases over time, despite constant 
levels of seafood intake.

Dolphins as Environmental 
Bioindicators or Sentinel Species

Importance of Dolphins as a Sentinel Species 
Coastal dolphin populations are subject to many 
stresses that may play varying roles in their health 
and behavior. These include anthropogenic pres-
sures that may result in habitat degradation, pollu-
tion with various secondary effects, physical injury, 
noise, loss of food resources, climate change, 
algal blooms, and diseases (Fair & Becker, 2000). 
It is important that the basic physiology of a spe-
cies be reasonably understood when attempting to 
identify pathological alterations, especially when 
cause and effect epidemiology is a concern (Tyler 
et al., 1998). Bottlenose dolphins are particularly 
attractive as a sentinel species because they have 
been studied extensively both in captivity and in 
the wild and more is known about their physiol-
ogy (Reddy et al., 2001) and behavior than most 
other marine mammals. Bottlenose dolphins are 
high trophic-level consumers that carry high fat 
loads, and some populations show long-term site 
fidelity. When a resident community of dolphins 
spends a substantial portion of its time within the 
confines of a bay, the animals are susceptible to 
any localized environmental degradation, includ-
ing toxins (Lynn & Würsig, 2002). 

Armstrong et al. (1987) stated that studying 
an entire ecosystem is not economically fea-
sible. Studies should be designed to emphasize 
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components of the system that represent “barom-
eters” of environmental events. Coastal dolphins 
could be one such barometer. One of the most 
appealing features of studying a small resident 
community of dolphins is the range of options 
available for assessing long-term effects on known 
individual animals (Reijnders et al., 1999a). 

Dolphins and the Bioaccumulation of Toxins
Marine mammals living in near-shore waters 
close to agricultural and industrial activity tend 
to accumulate higher concentrations of toxins 
(O’Shea, 1999). In support of the assumption that 
local contaminants relate to the exposure poten-
tial of resident animals, a recent report demon-
strated significant geographic sampling variation 
in organochlorine levels in blubber biopsies from 
live bottlenose dolphins from different locations 
along the United States Atlantic coast (Hansen 
et al., 2004). In addition, available food sources 
also could alter the likelihood of exposure to spe-
cific toxins. Szefer et al. (2002) demonstrated 
higher cadmium (Cd) levels in harbor porpoises 
(Phocoena phocoena) from Greenland than 
those from the Baltic Sea, which the investiga-
tors believed could be explained in part by the 
Greenland porpoises’ high consumption of squid 
(which take up Cd) compared to the Baltic Sea 
porpoises’ high fish consumption. 

Dolphin Metabolism of Toxins
Dolphins do not metabolize some toxins as effi-
ciently as humans due to differences in specific 
cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzyme systems (Boon 
et al., 1997; Fair & Becker, 2000; Tanabe et al., 
1987, 1994). CYP enzyme systems are a family 
of conjugated proteins containing heme that cata-
lyze the biotransformation of xenobiotics (Hong 
& Yang, 1997) and are central to the phase I oxi-
dative biotransformation of both xenobiotics and 
some endogenous compounds (McKinney et al., 
2004). The P450 monooxygenase enzymes are 
part of the group of mixed function oxidases 
(MFOs). The CYP enzyme families are encoded 
on specific genes, including CYP1A1, CYPIA2, 
and CYP2B, whose expression may be induced by 
the presence of specific xenobiotics.

The 209 PCB congeners have been divided into 
four groups. These groups exemplify the varying 
capabilities animals have in breaking down differ-
ent xenobiotics. It is believed that cetaceans have 
little or no capacity to metabolize PCB groups I 
and II. The group III congeners are metabolized 
by CPYIA isozymes and group IV by CPY2B 
isozymes. 

Some toxins may readily bioaccumulate, 
magnifying their concentrations in these ani-
mals (Tanabe, 1988). Bioaccumulation does not 

necessarily imply bioavailability, as some lipo-
philic toxins may be temporarily “locked-up” in 
fat (Tyler et al., 1998). Lack of bioavailability may 
be one reason that some high toxin loads appear 
to be better tolerated in dolphins than humans. 
Toxins may be released, becoming bioavailable 
during periods of high fat turnover such as illness, 
reduced availability of food resources, starvation, 
or lactation. 

Mercury and Other Heavy Metals in Dolphins
High heavy metal loads recently were documented 
in stranded bottlenose dolphins along the Texas 
coast. Meador et al. (1999) reported higher levels 
of lead, copper, and zinc in necropsied stranded 
bottlenose dolphins from Texas than in those from 
Florida. In another study, few correlations with 
high heavy metal loads and disease processes 
were found in stranded Texas dolphins, again sug-
gesting better tolerance than humans (Turnbull, 
1998). 

Metal regulatory mechanisms may play a role 
in allowing aquatic mammals to handle those 
cumulative body burdens (Bennett et al., 2001). 
The bioactivity of mercury (Hg) can be modified 
by a number of other micronutrients, including 
selenium, methionine, cysteine, and vitamin E 
(Sweet & Zelikoff, 2001). Hg is most commonly 
bound to selenium, forming granules of insoluble 
mercury selenide or tiemannite (HgSe) stored 
in the liver and other organs (Nigro et al., 2002; 
Turnbull, 1998). In addition, erythrocytes serve as 
carriers of methylmercury (MeHg), acting as tran-
sitory buffers during its conversion from the toxic 
to a neutralized form (Ancora et al., 2002). 

Metallothioneins (MTs) also play a role in 
detoxifying metals (Das et al., 2002). MT proteins 
are induced by toxic metals, such as Hg and Cd, 
as well as physiological cations, and may then 
sequester them in the form of complexes; how-
ever, in dolphins (in contrast to terrestrial mam-
mals), MTs appear to play only a minor role in Hg 
detoxification, but a major role in detoxifying Cd 
(Das et al., 2000; Decaltaldo et al., 2004; Gerpe 
et al., 2002). Cd is another non-essential, poten-
tially toxic metal that can bioaccumulate. Cd is 
a carcinogen and also can impair renal, hepatic, 
pulmonary, immune, and endocrine (particularly 
gonadal) functions (Turnbull, 1998; Waalkes, 
2000).

The only current source of the most toxic form 
of mercury (MeHg) for humans and marine mam-
mals is consumption of seafood. MeHg is the 
predominant form of Hg in bottlenose dolphins’ 
brains up until about the age of 8 years (Meador 
et al., 1999). Younger animals are limited in their 
ability to demethylate MeHg (Turnbull, 1998). 
This is unfortunate because neurotoxicity from 
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MeHg is most severe in young animals. On a more 
positive note, Betti & Negro (1996) demonstrated 
that bottlenose dolphins’ lymphocytes are more 
resistant to the cytotoxic and genotoxic effects 
of MeHg than are lymphocytes from rats (Rattus 
norvegicus) and humans. This finding is consis-
tent with other evidence that these animals are 
more resistant to adverse effects from high body 
burdens of heavy metals (Turnbull, 1998). 

Marcovecchio et al. (1990) suggested that small 
cetaceans should be particularly useful as bio-
monitors of environmental heavy metals in view 
of their apparent relative tolerance to these sub-
stances. These animals are able to carry significant 
metal loads with limited adverse effects, so study-
ing resident live animals can more readily provide 
useful data on the levels of metals in the marine 
environment. Such findings could then sound an 
important alarm because these substances can be 
considerably more toxic to humans. 

Confounding Factors
A number of confounding factors may alter toxin 
loads and should be considered when a stranded 
animal comes to necropsy. Toxin concentrations in 
decomposing specimens may have changed due to 
various mechanisms, including depletion of lipid 
reserves with disease or starvation (O’Shea, 1999) 
or alterations occurring during decomposition 
(Borrell & Aguilar, 1990; Reijnders et al., 1999a). 

When biopsy analyses of organochlorines 
from St. Lawrence River Estuary beluga whales 
(Delphinapterus leucas) were compared to mea-
surements from stranded animals in that location, 
the findings suggested that levels found in the 
stranded belugas may overestimate levels found 
in the population as a whole, even though the 
stranded animals studied did not show physical 
signs of ill health (Hobbs et al., 2003). 

Unless individuals within the population are 
well-known as a result of long-term study, a prob-
lem associated with interpreting biopsy toxin 
results from free-ranging animals can be the lack 
of information about their age. On the positive 
side, their geographic location is clearly docu-
mented, whereas stranded animals may have orig-
inated some distance away from the stranding site 
(Hobbs et al., 2003).

Females that have had calves have reduced their 
toxin loads by transferring substantial portions 
to their calves during pregnancy and lactation 
(O’Shea, 1999). Although the lipophilic toxins 
have been emphasized in this process, there is 
evidence that reproductive transfer can occur for 
some of the less lipophilic organochlorine toxins 
(Aguilar et al., 2002). Metallic pollutants also 
have been shown to pass into bottlenose dolphin 
milk (Frodello et al., 2002). 

Since the heaviest load of toxins will be 
offloaded from the mother to her firstborn calf, 
birth recruitment order becomes an important 
factor in the calf’s initial toxin load. In resident 
adult male killer whales (Orcinus orca) from 
Prince William Sound, organochlorine loads were 
found to be highest in first-recruited males (Ylitalo 
et al., 2001). Studies on bottlenose dolphins have 
shown higher mortality rates for firstborn calves 
(Wells, 1991), as well as higher miscarriage rates 
in first pregnancies (Reddy et al., 2001). In view of 
these potential losses, it is not always possible to 
determine when a first pregnancy occurs in a wild 
dolphin. These authors noted that multiple factors 
may play a role in first-pregnancy and first-born 
losses, including lack of maternal experience in 
calf rearing as well as toxin loads. 

Dolphin Site Fidelity 
In this paper, a small resident community of bot-
tlenose dolphins in the San Luis Pass/Chocolate 
Bay area in the far western portion of Galveston 
Bay (Figure 1), as defined by Irwin & Würsig 
(2004), is used as an example of a credible envi-
ronmental biomonitor. There are, on average, 35 
resident animals found in West Galveston Bay and 
the adjacent waters in the Gulf of Mexico.

The dolphins in this region have been studied 
intensively since 1995, with less extensive study 
in 1990 contributing to the longer-term data 
(Maze & Würsig, 1999). Individual recognition 
using photo-identification of dorsal fins is criti-
cal to long-term study of dolphin behavior and 
invaluable in correlating biopsy data gathered in 
a biomonitoring study. In addition, with long-term 
study, the age and sex of individuals ultimately 
can be determined. 

Since resident animals are now identified 
in West Galveston Bay, opportunistic study of 
known stranded individuals could occur. The 
Texas Marine Mammal Stranding Network rou-
tinely does extensive necropsies of animals found 
dead (Cowan, 1993, 1995; Cowan & Smith, 1999) 
and also rehabilitates live stranded animals, which 
enables blood and tissue samples to be obtained. 
Pesticide, PCB (Davis, 1993; Salata, 1993; Salata 
et al., 1995), and heavy metal (Turnbull, 1998) 
concentrations previously measured in necrop-
sied bottlenose dolphins from the Texas coast are 
available for comparative purposes. 

Dolphin Responses to Environmental Change and 
Disturbance
Dolphins are flexible in their behavioral strate-
gies (Shane, 1990) and have been documented 
moving away from areas in probable response to 
local changes in temperature and food availabil-
ity (Defran & Weller, 1999; Hansen & Defran, 
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1990; Wells et al., 1990); however, they have been 
observed to remain in areas with other environ-
mental disturbances, possibly putting themselves 
at risk. For example, in different instances of sig-
nificant oil spills in Texas, dolphins were observed 
swimming, and at times socially interacting, 
within the spill for long periods (Gruber, 1981; 
Henningsen & Würsig, 1991; Smultea & Würsig, 
1995; Würsig, 1991). During the prolonged red-tide 
bloom of the toxic algae (Karenia brevis) along the 
Texas Coast from August through October 2000, 
which involved the West Galveston Bay region, 
we observed resident dolphins throughout a day in 
Chocolate Bay (Figure 1), seemingly undisturbed 
by the noxious fumes and floating dead fish. 

It is apparent that dolphins may not leave an 
area when particular environmentally disastrous 
events occur, thus making them available as bioin-
dicators for long-term health-related studies rela-
tive to such an event. On the other hand, if reduced 
food availability should occur, their behavioral 
responses, including possible abandonment of 
the area, would be another indicator of ecosystem 
disturbance.

Global Anthropogenic Pollutants and Climate 
Changes Affecting Marine Environments

Global Pollution 
In this paper, the term “toxin” is used as a gen-

eral term for potentially harmful chemicals, and 
“toxicant” specifically refers to human-made toxic 
compounds. When discussing complex mixtures 
of human-made and natural toxins, the general 
term “toxin” will apply. The term “anthropogenic 
contaminants” refers to any substance appearing 
in nature that would not be there were it not for 
human activity.

The marine ecosystem has become a reposi-
tory for anthropogenic contaminants (Minh 
et al., 2000). One report estimated 2,400 lipo-
philic and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) 
in global waters, with 390 of them known toxins 
with potential for bioaccumulation (O’Shea et 
al., 1998). Table 1 outlines POPs that are dis-
cussed in this paper, including PCBs, polychlo-
rinated dibenzo-p-dixons (PCDDs), dibenzofu-
rans (PCDFs), dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane 
(DDT), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 

Figure 1. Study site: A. Location on the Texas coast; B. the Galveston Bay Estuary System, with the study area in block; and 
C. Enlargement of the study site, including far West Galveston Bay, Chocolate Bay, and the nearby Gulf of Mexico
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polyhalogenated aromatic hydrocarbons (PHAHs), 
tributyltin (TBT), octachlorostyrene (OCS), and 
MeHg. 

Note that the common term “dioxin” refers to 
a specific group of PHAHs. The toxicity of these 
structurally related PCBs, PCDDs, and PCDFs 
is activated by binding with an aryl hydrocarbon 
receptor (AhR). The resultant dioxin-AhR com-
plex modulates a range of gene transcriptions and 
expressed proteins. This complex recognizes spe-
cific DNA sequences and induces an Ah gene bat-
tery to produce the appropriate enzyme and initi-
ate phase 1 of the metabolic process. Some of the 
resultant metabolites are more potent than their 
parent compound. For example, hydroxylated 
PCBs (OH-PCBs) may be more active in disrupt-
ing thyroid hormone transport and estrogen recep-
tor binding than their parent PCBs (Brouwer, 
1999; Hovander et al., 2002; Li et al., 2003).

Of the various pollutants affecting the marine 
environment, PCBs and DDT have been the most 
frequently studied. Although the manufacture of 
PCBs was banned in most industrialized nations 
by the 1980s, PCBs that are still in the systems for 
which they were designed have not yet reached 
the environment. With degradation, leakage, and 
disposal, more PCBs will find their way to their 
ultimate sink, the oceans (Borrell & Reijnders, 
1999). Similarly, DDT products, which have been 
banned in many nations, are still commonly used 
in some parts of the world (O’Shea, 1999). 

In addition to industry, numerous other sources 
contribute to aquatic pollution, including home 

and agricultural fertilizer and pesticide runoff, 
storm sewers, septic systems (including the poten-
tial for pharmaceuticals such as synthetic hor-
mones), livestock waste, and illegal dumping by 
vessels at sea. 

Global dispersal of xenobiotics via the atmo-
sphere (Wania & Mackay, 1993) and oceans is 
now well-recognized, and the ongoing use of these 
products in any location may result in widespread 
distribution. Atmospheric transport is particularly 
efficient for PCBs, and an ongoing temporal shift 
in global distribution towards the polar regions 
is anticipated (Aguilar et al., 2002). DDT and its 
metabolites remain higher in animals in lower lati-
tudes (Tanabe, 2002). 

Newly Recognized POPs
Those POPs that have not been studied and whose 
toxicity is unknown are of equal concern. For 
example, groups of POPs, which only recently 
have been evaluated for toxicity, include organic 
perfluorochemicals (PFCs) and polybrominated 
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). 

PFCs have been in common use since World 
War II because of properties that include repel-
ling oil and water, as well as resistance to heat 
and chemicals. They are in many commercial 
products for home and personal use, as well as 
in products used by the aircraft and electronics 
industries. Perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) is 
a metabolic breakdown product of several sulfo-
nated fluorochemicals used in coating for textiles 
as well as in packaging and many other products. 

Table 1. Examples of anthropogenic marine toxins discussed in this paper

Toxin type Abbreviation Additional information

Dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane DDT Pesticide
Dichlorodiphenyl dichloroethylenes DDEs DDT metabolites
Polychlorinated biphyenyls PCBs Industrial
Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dixons PCDDs Combustion, including industrial
Dibenzofurans PCDFs Combustion, including industrial
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons PAHs Incomplete combustion of organic materials
Benzo-a-pyrene epoxides BaP PAH metabolites
Polyhalogenated aromatic hydrocarbons PHAHs Dioxins and dioxin-like chemicals
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorobenzo-p-dioxin TCDD Most toxic PHAH; standard for TEFs
Tributyltin TBT Antifoulant paint organotin biocide
Ocotachlorostyrene OCS Industrial byproduct
4-hydroxy-heptachlorostyrene 4-OH-HpCS OCS metabolite
Methylmercury MeHg Anthropogenic and natural sources
Persistent organic pollutants POPs General term; some with unknown toxicity

Examples of recent concern
Perfluorochemicals PFCs Repel oil and water; resist heat and chemicals
Perfluorooctanic acid PFOA Metabolic breakdown product of PFCs
Perfluorooctane sulfonate PFOS Metabolic breakdown product of sulfonated PFCs
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers PBDEs Flame retardants; added to textiles and others
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Perfluorooctanic acid (PFOA) is derived from 
perfluorinated acids used in the manufacture of 
many products in common use such as Teflon®

and Gore-Tex®. 
Today, PFOS is found universally in water, 

fish, humans, and wildlife, including polar bears 
(Ursus maritimus) in northern Alaska (Kannan 
et al., 2001). PFOS is not only widely distributed; 
it is extremely stable and is known to accumulate 
in the blood and liver, rather than in fat. Concerns 
have been raised about endocrine disruption, car-
cinogenesis, birth defects, and thyroid dysfunction 
(Thibodeaux et al., 2003). Yet, because of limited 
governmental requirements for testing of such 
products prior to their introduction, their potential 
for toxicity was not recognized until recently. The 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency only began 
testing in 1999 and subsequently has issued warn-
ings about possible reproductive and cancer risks. 
The fabric protector, Scotchguard®, is one of the 
best known sources of PFOS. The 3M company 
withdrew this product from the market in 2000. 

PBDEs have been in widespread use as flame 
retardants for over 25 years and are found in tex-
tiles, upholstery, plastics, electronic equipment, 
and building materials. Reactive brominated 
flame retardants (BFRs) are chemically bonded to 
plastics, but additive BFRs, including PBDEs, are 
simply mixed into materials and are released more 
slowly. Some congeners are now ubiquitous in the 
environment, wildlife, and people. PBDEs are 
highly lipophilic, environmentally stable, readily 
bioaccumulate (Alaee & Wenning, 2002), and are 
structurally similar to PCBs (Tuerk et al., 2005). 
Recent testing using archived tissues has shown 
ongoing and significantly increasing concentra-
tions in breast milk of both wildlife and humans 
(Meironyté et al., 1999). Wildlife examples 
include harbor seals (She et al., 2002) and beluga 
whales (LeBeuf et al., 2004). While some PCBs 
and DDTs show signs of slowly diminishing body 
burdens, PBDEs are rapidly increasing in the 
environment. A Swedish study on human breast 
milk was one of the first to clearly show these 
trends. The study was well-controlled, and it only 
used milk from healthy women nursing their first 
infants. From 1972 to 1997, PBDE levels doubled 
every five years (Norén & Meironyté, 2000). 

Although many food products contain PBDEs, 
concentrations tend to be highest in fish, and a 
strong correlation has been demonstrated between 
PBDE levels in human milk and the consumption 
of fish and shellfish (Ohta et al., 2002). They are 
now considered to be one of the potentially domi-
nant contaminants of aquatic biota (Rayne et al., 
2004). 

Some PBDE congeners are structurally similar 
to the thyroid hormones triiodothyronine (T3) and 

thyroxin (T4). This mimicry results in a high affin-
ity for thyroid hormone binding sites and recep-
tors. They also are transported via the atmosphere. 
Potential areas of toxicity under investigation, likely 
involving similar mechanisms and interactions with 
other xenobiotics, include endocrine disruption, 
carcinogenicity, and neurotoxicity (McDonald, 
2002). 

There are species-specific differences in the 
capacity to metabolize PBDEs. Polar bears 
appear to be particularly efficient and, there-
fore, are not suitable for monitoring these xeno-
biotics (Wolkers et al., 2004). PBDEs are not 
regulated in North America, but regulations are 
being initiated in Europe (LeBeuf et al., 2004). 
The European Commission has proposed a new 
European Union regulatory framework for chemi-
cals called REACH (Registration, Evaluation, and 
Authorization of Chemicals), which creates incen-
tives for companies to produce safer chemicals.

These scenarios are reminiscent of the long 
delay between the initial uses of DDT and PCBs 
and the recognition of their biotoxicity. Recent 
findings of PFOS and PBDE toxicity may only be 
“the tip of the iceberg” in view of the lack of test-
ing on so many POPs already on the market. 

Climate Change
Global warming, climate change (Harvell et al., 
1999), and the changing nature of nutrient loading 
(Sarokin & Schulkin, 1992) probably have been 
important contributing factors to many recent 
events affecting various marine organisms. For 
example, oceanographic changes are thought to 
play a role in both the severity and range of harm-
ful algal blooms (HABs) on a global basis (Millie 
et al., 1999). Some factors thought to relate to 
altered HAB distribution and behavior include 
eutrophication, anomalous weather events, global 
warming, and transport of algae in ships’ ballast 
(van Dolah, 2000).

Toxins and Their Mechanisms of Injury

Toxins may cause injury directly or indirectly. The 
indirect means may occur with biotransformation 
of a toxin into a more toxic form, or by creating 
abnormalities in biological systems that may result 
in further dysfunction in other biological systems. 
These issues are further complicated by the possi-
bility that some complex mixtures of toxicants may 
act synergistically or antagonistically, making their 
individual effects difficult to test and quantify. 

Reproductive Hormonal Disturbances
Reproductive hormonal disturbances affect 
both sexes and may be categorized as feminiz-
ing (which could include estrogenic and/or 
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anti-androgenic factors) or masculinizing (includ-
ing anti-estrogenic and/or androgenic effects) 
(Fossi et al., 2003). For example, some DDT 
isomers are estrogen mimics, whereas a DDE (a 
DDT metabolite) is an androgen receptor antago-
nist (Dewailly et al., 2002). Reduced testoster-
one levels have been associated with increasing 
levels of DDE in adult male Dall’s porpoises 
(Phocoenoides dalli), which is consistent with 
such an anti-androgen effect (Tanabe, 2002). 

Estrogen receptors are transcription-factor 
nuclear proteins that modulate gene expression. 
They are normally activated by binding with the 
endogenous estrogen receptor ligand (a ligand is 
a molecule that binds to another molecule). Many 
xenobiotics and their metabolites may induce var-
ious responses that disrupt this system. Different 
species may have estrogen receptors with differ-
ent binding affinities for various estrogen-disrupt-
ing chemicals that mimic the estrogen receptor 
ligand (Matthews & Zacharewski, 2000), so dif-
ferent species may respond differently to the same 
stimulus. This must be taken into account when 
extrapolating findings in wildlife to humans and 
vice versa.

Disruptions in Thyroid Physiology
Thyroid hormones are essential in regulating many 
biological functions, including embryonic and 
postnatal development. Thyroid function may be 
altered via several possible mechanisms, includ-
ing competition for binding sites on transport pro-
teins and membrane carrier systems as well as the 
disruption of synthesis and secretion of hormones 
(Skaare et al., 2001). Transthyretin (TTR) is one 
of the transport proteins for thyroid hormones sus-
ceptible to disruption by xenobiotic competition 
for binding sites. A complex with TTR and reti-
nol-binding protein (RBP) also occurs. Disruption 
of vitamin A (retinol) transport may then be seen 
in conjunction with thyroid pathology when the 
TTR-RBP complex is affected (Braathen et al., 
2004). This is presumably a mechanism related 
to the retinol reductions that have been corre-
lated with high toxin levels and associated thyroid 
abnormalities (Skaare et. al., 2001).

Biological systems are intricately interrelated, 
and xenobiotic-induced abnormal physiologi-
cal responses in one system may lead to changes 
in other systems. Abnormal thyroid function is 
a likely contributing factor in the development 
of a number of xenobiotic-induced neurologic 
abnormalities.

Direct and Indirect Toxicities
The following limited discussion is presented 
to provide a small window into the problematic 
nature of determining the precise adverse effects 

of a single agent. Examples given here include 
the direct toxicities of butyltin compounds, par-
ticularly tributyltin (TBT), and the indirect toxic 
effects that arise through biotransformation pro-
cesses. Endocrine dysfunction related to neuro-
toxic effects will be discussed in the neurotoxicity 
section.

Tributyltin (TBT)—TBT has been used exten-
sively as a biocide in antifoulant paints since the 
late 1960s and is known to leach into water. Its 
use on vessels under 25 m in length was banned 
in many countries in the 1980s. Application on 
ocean-going commercial and military ships ini-
tially was felt to be less important because they 
operated on the open seas. The International 
Convention on the Control of Harmful Antifoulant 
Systems recently recommended worldwide phase-
out of TBT application by 2003 and removal from 
all hulls by 2008. TBT is retained in sediments 
(Ciesielski et al., 2004), and small cetaceans are 
known to bioaccumulate this material (Iwata et 
al., 1995). Although there is now evidence for 
butyltin accumulation in pelagic marine mammals 
(Law et al., 1999), which indicates widespread 
oceanic distribution, coastal marine mammals are 
believed to be at particular risk (Takahashi et al., 
2000). 

TBT adversely affects both endocrine (Heidrich 
et al., 2001; Yamabe et al., 2000) and immune sys-
tems in animals (LeBlanc & Bain, 1997; Tyler et 
al., 1998), and there is evidence for neurotoxic-
ity as well (Kishimoto et al., 2001). An example 
of a severe human organotin-induced neurotoxic 
event occurred after accidental laboratory expo-
sure to trimethyltin. In addition to the severe 
acute encephalopathic symptoms, the involved 
student had persistent seizures, memory loss, and 
other cognitive changes for years (Feldman et al., 
1993). Pathological processes affecting the cer-
ebellar and limbic systems, including the amyg-
dala, have been described in humans in both acute 
and chronic trimethyltin exposures (Besser et al., 
1987). 

Concern also has been raised regarding TBT 
toxicity to humans consuming contaminated fish 
(Kannan & Falandysz, 1997). In addition to fish 
contamination from ship hulls, another source of 
TBT in human diets has been fish farmed from 
TBT-treated cages. Whalen et al. (1999) found 
unexpectedly high levels of butyltins in their 
human subjects. She and colleagues also found 
evidence that one of the immunotoxic effects 
of TBT is the inhibition of natural killer (NK) 
cells (Whalen & Loganathan, 2001), with labo-
ratory evidence that even short-term exposure 
causes persistent negative effects on NK cells 
(Whalen et al., 2002). Other studies related to 
immune dysfunction evaluated TBT as an agent 
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catalyzing apoptosis (programmed cell death) of 
lymphocytes (Stridh et al., 2001) and thymocytes 
(Grundler et al., 2001). Heidrich et al. (2001) 
found that butyltins inhibit human cytochrome 
P450 aromatase activity involved in the conver-
sion of androgens to estrogens. There are few 
studies of mechanisms for TBT neurotoxicity, but 
Kishimoto et al. (2001) found evidence for altered 
GABAnergic neurotransmission in mammalian 
neurons. One of the common mechanisms found 
in both immunotoxicity and neurotoxicity with 
TBT is increased intracellular calcium (Kishimoto 
et al., 2001; Stridh et al., 1999). 

Biotransformation Effects—If toxins are metab-
olized, they may be either deactivated or activated, 
resulting in different adverse effects (Bearer, 
2000). There are many other confounders, such as 
the enzyme systems of male mammals, that may 
be more efficient in transforming xenobiotics, 
causing males to be at higher risk for the effects of 
toxic metabolites (Aguilar et al., 1999). CYP1A 
activity, one of the most common biomarkers of 
effect in current use, is induced by a number of 
toxins, as detailed in the following section.

There are no simple answers to decoding the 
metabolic disruption caused by xenobiotics; 
toxins may act directly or indirectly or by both 
modes. There are many mechanisms whereby nat-
ural metabolic pathways may be altered, includ-
ing shutting down a pathway or flooding it with 
non-natural metabolites that are preferentially 
bound. The more that is learned about the intricate 
details of these adverse effects, the better posi-
tioned researchers will be to track down the spe-
cific toxins that cause known effects or patterns of 
abnormality.

Materials and Methods 

Two recent methods chosen for discussion here 
include (1) a focused system based on the assign-
ment of toxic equivalency factors (TEFs) as a 
means of approximating the toxic potential of 
xenobiotics and (2) a broader approach using 
biomarkers designed to indicate the presence and 
activity of toxicants in biological systems. 

Toxic Equivalency Factors (TEFs)
In 1997, a World Health Organization meeting 
adopted the use of class-specific TEFs for PCDDs, 
PCDFs, and PCBs relative to the most potent con-
gener, 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorobenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) 
(Van den Berg et al., 1998). These are calculated 
on the assumption that the toxic effects are addi-
tive. While this approach is helpful in assign-
ing relative toxicity values to some toxicants, it 
is useful only for those non-ortho-substituted 
coplanar dioxin-like chemicals that bind to the aryl 

hydrocarbon (Ah) receptor, the “dioxin receptor” 
(Sahlberg et al., 2002). 

Risk assessment using only TEFs may underes-
timate health risks. For example, it has been shown 
that ortho-substituted noncoplanar PCB congeners 
with little or no Ah-receptor activity are respon-
sible for important neurotoxic effects via other 
mechanisms, as discussed in the “Neurotoxicity” 
section. 

Biomarkers
The biomarker approach differs from TEFs in a 
fundamental way. Instead of trying to assess the 
explicit toxicity of each potentially toxic chemi-
cal, this approach looks at measurable indicators 
of responses to toxins. 

The study of biomarkers is an active area of 
research. Some biomarkers may serve as indices 
of exposure to contaminants prior to the develop-
ment of obvious pathologic effects, while others 
may reflect the actual existence of pathological 
conditions.

There is concern that biomarkers of a “problem” 
must be clearly linked with the potential cause or 
causes of that finding, including toxicants as well 
as other environmental disturbances (McCarty & 
Munkittrick, 1996). This, of course, is the crux of 
the complexity of this area of study. At our cur-
rent stage of knowledge, these markers provide 
valuable clues and trends, and their value extends 
beyond single studies and measurements. 

Biomarkers in Marine Mammals—Biomarkers 
of PCB exposures were chosen as one of the first 
areas for proposed intensive investigation by 
the International Whaling Commission in their 
Pollution 2000+ report, which recommended more 
effective approaches for addressing questions 
related to the effects of environmental pollutants 
on cetaceans (Reijnders et al., 1999a). It is impor-
tant to begin such investigations at the simplest 
possible level—correlating toxins with measured 
effects—but it is also necessary to keep in mind 
that biomarkers generally are not toxin-specific. 
If apparent biomarkers are discovered, other con-
founding possibilities must also be investigated. 

The use of biomarkers appears to present a more 
feasible initial monitoring tool than an attempt to 
quantify the body burden levels of every possible 
toxicant load, which would be both cumbersome 
and expensive. Abnormal biomarkers also have 
the benefit of indicating that there has been a bio-
logical effect. 

A disadvantage of biomarkers is their general 
lack of specificity. As has been noted, marine 
mammals are frequently exposed to complex 
mixtures of contaminants, some of which may 
act synergistically or antagonistically, resulting in 
difficulty establishing clear associations between 
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contaminant exposure and biological effects 
(O’Shea, 1999). Further, many new chemicals have 
unknown toxicity since testing procedures are lim-
ited and toxic effects often are discovered only after 
the product has been sold and used for some time. 
The added toxicity of metabolites of some parent 
xenobiotics further complicates the issue. 

One advantage of working with the biomarker 
approach in free-ranging animals is that some of 
the biomarkers can be studied with skin samples 
that may be obtained with non-invasive or mini-
mally invasive techniques. Skin is said to be “the 
largest and most accessible drug-metabolizing 
organ” (Du et al., 2004). It functions as a barrier 
to harmful environmental agents and, as such, 
expresses many P450 cytochromes. At this time, 
the most common biomarker studies from skin 
samples relate to CPY1A activity and include the 
following:
1. High activity of the MFO enzyme benzo 

(a)pyrene monooxygenase (BPMO) in marine 
mammal skin biopsies has been associated with 
high levels of organochlorines (Fossi et al., 
1999, 2003, 2004; Marsili et al., 1998). 

2. Ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) is also 
a sensitive indicator of activity of the CYP1A 
enzyme system and has been correlated with 
high PCB levels (Tanabe et al., 1994). It is 
tested by the rate of CYP1A-mediated deethyl-
ation of EROD and is used as a correlate for the 
cumulative presence of dioxin-like toxicants. 

3. Immunodetectible CYP1A protein or messen-
ger RNA can be quantified (Hahn, 2002). 
An in vitro assay using sperm whale (Physeter 

macrocephalus) skin biopsy material has validated 
the use of CYP1A expression as a biomarker of 
chemical exposure in cetaceans (Godard et al., 
2004). There are some caveats: If mixtures of 
xenobiotics contain high concentrations of some 
PHAHs and PAHs, they may inhibit CYP1A activ-
ity, and the resultant assay might not accurately 
reflect the expected level of induced CYP1A 
hemoprotein (Hahn, 2002). Note that CYP1A 
assays, like TEFs, relate only to dioxin-like 
xenobiotics.

PAH-related benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) DNA 
adducts also can be measured in skin samples 
(Peakall, 1999). PAH genotoxicity is a multistage 
process, with DNA adduct formation an early 
component which may or may not progress to 
carcinogenesis (Shaw & Connell, 2001) or muta-
genesis (Brouwer, 1999). Pollutant-related DNA 
alterations include both adduct formation and 
other changes such as strand breakage (Gauthier 
et al., 1999). 

Newer biomarker techniques under study 
include batteries of cell culture bioassays (Hahn, 
2002), some of which have been proposed for 

biopsy extract analyses (Hahn, pers. comm.). As 
an example, CYP1A activity can be induced in 
cell culture. As test options continue to be added 
to our armamentarium and the expense of anal-
yses for biomonitoring approaches decreases, 
the information obtainable with biopsy samples 
should expand. 

If one of the resident dolphins from West 
Galveston Bay strands or comes to necropsy, cor-
relative testing of both pollutant levels and bio-
markers could provide important information not 
only regarding the status of that individual but 
also for the design of future testing of apparently 
healthy resident animals in the wild.

There has been recent interest in epidermal 
lesions in bottlenose dolphins (Van Bressem 
et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2000). PCBs are known 
to adversely affect Vitamin A, and dermatologic 
disorders are known to occur with Vitamin A defi-
ciency, as well as with PCB toxicity (Brouwer 
& Van den Berg, 1986), so visible dermatologic 
lesions could turn out to be an easily observed 
biomarker of effect. If these changes are infec-
tious in origin (Van Bressem et al., 1999), they 
also could relate to an immunocompromised state. 
Wilson et al. (1999) attempted to correlate the 
severity and frequency of photographically docu-
mented epidermal disease in bottlenose dolphins 
with published contaminant levels measured in 
stranded animals from 10 geographic study sites. 
No such correlation was found, although there 
was a correlation with regional oceanographic 
variables. Perhaps that lack of correlation arises 
from the fact that it was not possible to measure 
contaminant levels in specific affected individual 
dolphins. While recognizing that variables, such 
as salinity and water temperature, appear relevant, 
further study of known animals with and without 
epidermal lesions might provide other important 
correlations. In addition to measuring PCB and 
other toxin levels, Vitamin A levels also would be 
pertinent. 

Biomarkers in Humans—Biomarkers of the 
early effects of low-level xenobiotic exposures 
are also being studied in children. These include 
EROD activity and DNA adducts in the newborns 
of Inuit women in arctic Quebec (Lagueux et al., 
1999). 

Metabolites of toxins also are being addressed 
because, as noted previously, they may also be 
toxic. Sandau et al. (2000) examined OH-PCBs, as 
well as PCBs, in Inuit people from northern Quebec 
using plasma concentration of omega-3 fatty acids 
as an indicator of fish intake. The study also mea-
sured chlorinated phenolic compounds, most 
prominently pentachlorophenol (PCP), because of 
the role that these metabolites also may play in the 
disruption of thyroid transport mechanisms and 
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Vitamin A levels. Similarly, in a study of people 
who consume fatty fish from the Baltic Sea, a cor-
relation was demonstrated between the amount of 
fish consumed and elevated plasma levels of both 
PCBs and OH-PCBs (Sjödin et al., 2000). 

Biomarkers Summary—It is clear that the job 
of assessing environmental toxicological impacts 
is incredibly complex. One of the best possibili-
ties for success in correlating environmental dis-
turbances with the sentinel species’ responses 
may lie in carefully designed longitudinal stud-
ies of known individuals within coastal resident 
dolphin populations. Animals may appear to be 
healthy at a time when important adverse effects 
are beginning. Biomarkers will not only be useful 
long-term monitoring tools, but also may detect 
evidence for environmental impacts at an early 
stage, thus directing appropriate research towards 
the most likely candidate toxins while following 
trends with repeat testing over time. 

Immunotoxicity

Marine Mammals
There has been a great deal of speculation regard-
ing the adverse effects of anthropogenic toxins on 
marine mammals; however, clear correlations with 
disease processes have been difficult to establish. 
One possible exception relates to the question of 
impaired immunity relative to toxicant loads, such 
as PCBs and butyltin compounds (Fournier et al., 
2000; Lahvis et al., 1995; Ross, 1995), which 
may make animals more susceptible to infection. 
Studies of harbor porpoises that died of infection 
showed higher PCB concentrations in blubber 
(Jepson et al., 1999) and higher mercury and mer-
cury: selenium ratios in liver (Bennett et al., 2001) 
than similar animals killed by trauma. Following 
the immunization of free-ranging polar bears with 
various mitogens and antigens, Lie et al. (2005) 
subsequently found correlations between high 
organochlorine loads and impaired cell mediated 
immunity. Lahvis et al. (1995) linked reduced T-
cell function in wild bottlenose dolphins to high 
PCB and DDT loads.

Ross’s (1995) work with the development of 
specific immune system dysfunction in harbour 
seals that were fed contaminated Baltic Sea fish 
compared to controls correlates with some simi-
lar immune system changes found in humans who 
consume fish from the Baltic Sea (Svensson et al., 
1994).

While such findings are highly suggestive 
of cause-and-effect relationships, they are not 
definitive since multiple factors could play a role. 
Inhibition of NK cells, one of the abnormalities 
found in both seal and human Baltic Sea fish 

consumption studies, may be induced by various 
toxicants, including TBT. 

Humans: Immune Effects in Children
There is evidence of a higher incidence of infec-
tions, suggesting immune dysfunction, in some 
children exposed to toxins in utero or via their 
mother’s milk (Dewailly et al., 1989, 2000; Reese, 
1987). Weisglas-Kuperus et al. (2000) were able 
to demonstrate not only a higher incidence of 
middle ear and other infections in young children 
who had high PCB exposures perinatally but also 
specific immune parameter changes in the T-cell 
lymphocyte population that correspond to prenatal 
exposure. Despite evidence for the transfer of lipo-
philic toxins in milk, breast feeding was still felt to 
provide improved immune function in the first few 
months of life due to maternal antibody transfer 
and continues to be recommended. 

Neurotoxicity

Neurotoxic effects have been evaluated primarily 
in humans and terrestrial mammals (Mariussen & 
Fonnum, 2001; Newland & Paletz, 2000; Tilson et 
al., 1990; Trask & Kosofsky, 2000). Neurological 
abnormalities have been observed in marine mam-
mals in conjunction with HAB toxicity, as will be 
noted in the “Mass Mortality Events” section.

Specific neurotoxic effects occur with expo-
sures at defined developmental periods, par-
ticularly during the “brain growth spurt” phase 
in mammals. In rodents, this period spans from 
neonatal to the first three to four weeks of life. 
In humans, this critical phase begins in the third 
trimester of pregnancy and continues at least 
through the first two years of life. Some of the 
nervous system features that are rapidly develop-
ing during the brain growth spurt include synap-
togenesis; dendritic, glial, and axonal growth and 
proliferation; myelinization of axons; and maxi-
mal synthesis of brain lipids allowing significant 
retention of lipophilic agents (Viberg et al., 2003). 
Developing neurons are particularly sensitive 
during this time, as proper temporal and regional 
sequential processes are crucial (Rice & Barone, 
2000). Apoptotic neurodegeneration is one exam-
ple of an abnormality that can be triggered by 
very transient toxic exposures (Olney, 2002). In 
addition to the rapidly evolving brain growth and 
differentiation in late gestation and the postnatal 
periods in humans, cytogenesis and histogenesis 
predominate in the first half of human gestation 
(Trask & Kosofsky, 2000), so that other develop-
mental abnormalities could be triggered by toxins 
in this earlier phase. 

Single dose exposures of noncoplanar PCBs 
administered to 10-day old mice (a critical 
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neurodevelopmental stage) produce perma-
nent abnormal motor behaviors in adult mice 
(Eriksson, 1997). Mixtures of PCBs can inhibit 
the uptake of the neurotransmitters dopamine, 
glutamate, Γ-amino-n-butyric acid (GABA), and 
serotonin (Mariussen & Fonnum, 2001). Neonatal 
exposure of mice to PCB 52 alters cholinergic 
receptors in the cerebral cortex, and the adult ani-
mals demonstrate learning and memory disorders 
(Eriksson, 1997). PBDEs also have been shown 
to induce permanent neurotoxic behavioral effects 
when neonatal mice are exposed at a specific criti-
cal time (Viberg et al., 2003). Three mechanisms 
are thought be involved: (1) induced thyroid dys-
function, (2) second messenger communication 
disruption, and (3) neurotransmitter alterations 
(McDonald, 2002). 

Studies of neuropathological mechanisms of the 
most commonly studied coplanar PCBs with Ah-
receptor activity remain in the early stages. One 
potential important finding comes from Legare 
et al. (2000) in their recent demonstration of 
alterations in hippocampal astroglia-neuronal gap 
junction communication in cell culture. Since the 
hippocampal structures are important in memory 
function, this finding may be pertinent to cogni-
tive deficits. Other memory and cognitive-related 
disturbances may be secondary to neurotransmit-
ter abnormalities caused by specific ortho-substi-
tuted noncoplanar PCB congeners with little or no 
Ah-receptor activity. 

Like some PCBs and MeHg, specific bromi-
nated flame retardants inhibit uptake of dopa-
mine in synaptic vesicles and nerve terminals in 
rats (Mariussen & Fonnum, 2003). Noncoplanar 
PCB-induced abnormalities also include reduc-
tions in the neurotransmitter dopamine and altera-
tions in calcium homeostasis (Newland & Paletz, 
2000; Tilson & Kodavanti, 1998). Both dopamine 
synthesis and vesicular uptake may be inhibited. 
Other neurotransmitters, such as serotonin and 
norepinephrine, may also be affected, and the 
mechanisms of effect may differ for acute versus 
chronic exposure (Mariussen et al., 1999). 

Because reduction in the neurotransmitter 
dopamine is a critical pathological component of 
Parkinson’s Disease, and environmental toxins are 
thought to be one contributing factor to the devel-
opment of this disorder, these findings may be rel-
evant in this adult human neurological disorder. 

Evidence for cognitive and other neurologic 
defects in toxin-exposed infants and young chil-
dren began long before global environmental con-
cerns became widespread. Two severe incidents of 
PCB toxicity were documented in infants in Japan 
in the late 1960s and in Taiwan in the late 1970s 
when mixtures of PCBs and their breakdown prod-
ucts were accidentally introduced into cooking 

oils. They were both called “oil disease,” or Yusho 
in Japan and Yu-Cheng in Taiwan. Dermatologic, 
immune, and liver abnormalities predominated 
in older children and adults (Longnecker et al., 
1997). The prenatally exposed Yu-Cheng chil-
dren continued to demonstrate impaired cogni-
tive development in long-term studies up through 
the age of 12 (Chen et al., 1992; Lai et al., 2001). 
Hyperactivity was one of the predominant behav-
ioral problems (Longnecker et al., 1997). 

The evaluation of neurotoxic effects associated 
with seafood is very much in its infancy. There 
can be many possible interactions and confound-
ers, but the indicators both clinically and in the 
laboratory show evidence for neurotoxic potential 
as well as effect (Newland & Paletz, 2000). 

One of the early series of studies came from 
the Lake Michigan population, which examined 
infants exposed to toxins from mothers whose 
diets included contaminated Lake Michigan fish 
(Jacobson & Jacobson, 1996, 1997; Jacobson 
et al., 1990). They demonstrated deficits in their 
performance on intelligence quotient (IQ) tests 
and visual recognition memory testing in the most 
heavily exposed children, based on PCB levels in 
maternal blood and milk and in umbilical cord 
blood. Dose-dependent poor performance relat-
ing only to prenatal exposure was documented 
up to age four, although many of the infants were 
breast-fed. It appears that in utero exposure is the 
most significant factor for neurotoxicity in chil-
dren, with exposure via breast milk being far less 
important. Lipophilic toxins freely pass the pla-
centa, and the fetus is exposed to the same level of 
contaminants as the mother (Odland et al., 2003). 
There is some evidence that breast-fed children 
are actually less vulnerable to adverse effects of 
PCB exposure (Jacobson & Jacobson, 2004).

A number of studies on children exposed to 
xenobiotics in utero report hypotonia (reduced 
muscle tone) and hyporeflexia (decreased reflexes) 
in newborns (Longnecker et al., 1997). This subtle 
finding is far from a definitive abnormality if 
taken out of context but does give an indication 
of how difficult it will be to determine whether 
new generations of children are adversely affected 
neurologically, even in minor ways, because of 
such exposures. 

The body burden levels of toxins that pose a 
neurodevelopmental risk in fetuses and infants 
are not defined clearly. For one well-studied ter-
restrial toxin, lead, the blood level of medical con-
cern has long been 10 µg per deciliter; however, a 
recent study has shown that children’s IQ scores 
are inversely associated with lead at concentra-
tions in the 1-10 µg per deciliter range (Canfield 
et al., 2003). This finding of mild and generally 
undetected abnormalities even at very low levels 
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of contamination suggests that there is a tendency 
to underestimate such risks. 

Grandjean et al. (2001) did a prospective study 
of older children in the Faroe Islands, where 
marine mammals are consumed, as well as other 
seafood. When abnormalities on neuropsycholog-
ical test parameters showed an association with 
high umbilical cord PCB levels at birth, high cord-
blood Hg levels were later demonstrated to be a 
potential contributing factor. This raises the possi-
bilities of either independent toxicities or interac-
tions between Hg and PCBs. Thus, consideration 
should be given to similar Hg-PCB interactions or 
effects in future investigations of seafood-related 
neurotoxicity since both neurotoxins are common 
in the marine environment and may simultane-
ously impact seafood consumers.

An example of another xenobiotic that could 
be a confounding influence on the results of 
many studies involving PCBs and MeHg would 
be the organotin TBT. TBT has adverse effects 
on the same systems as PCBs and Hg (Kishimoto 
et al., 2001) and is also a common contaminant 
in coastal marine environments, yet it is often not 
considered. Once again, local conditions and local 
contaminants should be examined to avoid mis-
interpretation when attempting to correlate toxins 
and effects. Ongoing studies will help clarify sim-
ilarities and differences in the biologic effects of 
specific toxins, both direct and indirect (such as 
endocrine effects on other systems) (Newland & 
Paletz, 2000). 

Mercury
MeHg is a neurotoxin that may occur in the 
oceans naturally, as well as anthropogenically. 
Aquatic methanogenic bacteria rapidly methylate 
inorganic Hg, subsequently retaining the resul-
tant toxic organic MeHg and serving as the first 
step in the aquatic food chain for this substance 
(Clarkston, 1995). MeHg is lipophilic and is bio-
magnified in the environment (Knap et al., 2002). 
In recent years, MeHg accumulation in large fatty 
fish has been a major focus in human health issues 
related to seafood consumption. 

The first known severe human Hg poison-
ing related to fish consumption occurred in the 
mid-1950s in Minamata Bay, Japan, and affected 
2,500 people. Waste material from a factory using 
mercuric chloride was discharged directly into 
the bay. Natural conversion to MeHg occurred, 
and consumption of contaminated fish ultimately 
resulted in chronic Hg-related neurotoxicity, 
which progressed for up to ten years. The offend-
ing company and the government did not stop the 
dumping for several years because it took that long 
for scientists to show that the inorganic Hg had 
been methylated in nature. In the meantime, the 

epidemic spread to people and wildlife in many 
surrounding areas (Kondo, 2000). Symptoms 
included loss of balance, sensation, motor func-
tion, vision, hearing, and cognition (Rowland, 
2000). Initially, prenatally affected children were 
simply thought to have cerebral palsy because 
their neurologic involvement was so severe. All 
of the cases had evidence for mental retardation, 
loss of balance and coordination, slurred speech, 
and abnormal postures. Many also had movement 
disorders, inhibited growth, and other symptoms. 

Studies of the affected youngsters in the 
Minimata Bay event were aided by a particularly 
helpful local tradition—the drying and preserva-
tion of umbilical cords to commemorate births. 
This made it possible to measure Hg levels long 
after birth. Results showed that levels remained 
elevated up to 1970. Although entire families 
were affected, mothers of the affected children 
were themselves the least affected, presumably 
because their Hg loads were transferred to their 
offspring either trans-placentally (Kondo, 2000) 
or via lactation. During the time frame of the most 
severe poisoning, there was also a decrease in male 
births and a higher proportion of male stillborns, 
suggesting that male fetuses are more susceptible 
(Sakamoto et al., 2001). 

In an unpublished study, human fish consump-
tion in Texas coastal areas showed a positive asso-
ciation between the number of fish meals eaten 
per week and blood Hg levels (Alcock et al., 
1997). The choice of women as subjects related 
to the potential for detrimental effects with preg-
nancy. These findings are pertinent to conditions 
in Galveston Bay, which was one of the study 
locations. 

In January 2001, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration issued a general warning that 
pregnant women and women who may become 
pregnant should not eat certain fish species that 
may contain Hg levels that could lead to brain 
damage in a developing fetus. This directive was 
expanded in 2004. Similar recommendations 
also were made to limit the consumption of pilot 
whale (Globicephalus melas) meat and blub-
ber by women of child-bearing age in the Faroe 
Islands. Recently, Hg levels in odontocete meat 
sold for human consumption in Japan were found 
to exceed the provisional permitted level set by 
the Japanese government, suggesting the need 
for more monitoring of these marketed products 
(Endo et al., 2003). 

MeHg is able to cross the blood-brain barrier 
by masquerading as the amino acid methionine 
after forming a methylmercury-cysteine com-
plex (Clarkston, 1995). One of several known 
neurotoxic effects of MeHg is that of cerebellar 
dysmorphogensis (developmental malformation) 
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at particular neurodevelopmental stages, includ-
ing marked disruption of the cerebellar neuronal 
elements (Philbert et al., 2000). Considering the 
importance of motor coordination in marine mam-
mals, such abnormal development of cerebellar 
structures could produce a devastating handicap. 
In view of the young animals’ limited ability to 
demethylate Hg (Turnbull, 1998) and the evidence 
for accumulation of MeHg in their brains (Meador 
et al., 1999), neurodevelopmental abnormalities 
may be one area of susceptibility to this toxin. 

Examples of Specific Neurodevelopmental Defects 
Although the Minimata Bay Hg poisonings and 
accidental ingestions of PCB-contaminated oils 
were extreme cases associated with high dose 
exposures, they provide important evidence for 
human susceptibility to neurotoxicity from these 
agents. It will be considerably more difficult to 
make such definitive associations with low-dose 
and chronic exposures to toxins that are less likely 
to be detected or diagnosed, although ongoing 
insidious effects seem likely in view of essentially 
100% detectible levels of common xenobiot-
ics found in human blood samples in the United 
States (Longnecker et al., 1997). 

Brainstem auditory evoked potential abnor-
malities are one type of objective measurement 
that has been correlated with neurotoxicity in 
children. A prolonged I–III interpeak interval has 
been associated with intrauterine MeHg exposure, 
as well as some evidence for prolongation of the 
III–V interpeak interval with later MeHg exposure 
(Murata et al., 2004). Evoked potential abnormali-
ties have been found with lead toxicity as well. 

One class of neurodevelopmental abnormali-
ties that has been associated with toxicant expo-
sures, particularly PCBs, includes attention deficit 
and hyperactivity disorders in children (ADHD) 
(Tilson et al., 1990). While this syndrome has 
become more readily recognized in recent years, 
it also appears to be more common, raising specu-
lation that this could represent early evidence of 
toxicants as a factor in altered cerebral function 
in humans. 

Of further interest, cross-species comparisons 
of adverse developmental effects related to PCB 
exposure show hyperactivity to be a consistent 
finding in all species studied (Tilson et al., 1990). 
Poor performance test results in rhesus monkeys 
(Macaca mulatto) exposed to PCBs were found 
to be due to attentional deficits and were not 
believed to be memory related (Newland & Paletz, 
2000). The phenobarbital-like noncoplanar PCBs 
are suspect in this phenomenon. Phenobarbital is 
also known to trigger hyperactivity in children. 
Prenatal and lactational exposure to dioxin-like 

PCBs has not been shown to induce this syndrome 
(Patandin, 1999). 

In addition to their direct neurotoxic effects, 
PCBs may impact neurological systems by alter-
ing thyroid function (Brouwer & Van den Berg, 
1986). The resultant thyroid dysfunction may 
affect neurotransmitters, including dopamine and 
acetylcholine, particularly in the basal forebrain. 
The cholinergic system in this area of the brain is 
one proposed site of pathologic change in ADHD 
(Porterfield, 2000). Abnormal thyroid function 
unrelated to toxic exposure has been implicated as 
one of the factors that may induce hyperactivity, 
further highlighting the complexity of pinpointing 
a single cause for a specific effect. Both the toxi-
cant (PCB) and one of its adverse effects therefore 
might contribute to the ADHD syndrome. Thyroid 
dysfunction in utero and during the first two years 
of the life can result in other specific abnormal neu-
rodevelopmental changes, including effects on neu-
ronal proliferation, migration, and differentiation. 

Another more devastating neurodevelopmen-
tal disorder with a recent alarming increase in 
incidence is autism. Symptoms range from mild 
to severe, including defective communication 
skills and social interaction as well as stereotypi-
cal behaviors. Tracking down specific factors that 
contribute to autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) 
is proving to be extremely complicated, although 
xenobiotics are considered to be one likely factor. 
In view of this possibility, it is notable that there 
is a preponderance of male cases of ASD. In both 
ADHD and ASD, there are a number of genetic 
components that play a role within specific fami-
lies (Bayes et al., 2005; Serajee et al., 2004). There 
are also multiple possible environmental inducers 
for these genes. Edelson & Cantor (1998) found 
high levels of toxic chemicals as well as abnormal 
liver detoxification profiles in autistic children. 
Immune dysfunction has also been shown in chil-
dren with ASD, with autoimmunity and chronic 
inflammation described as a component of the 
cascade of events leading to this disorder (Kidd, 
2002). Thus, abnormal liver detoxification would 
contribute to the higher body burdens of toxins 
in these children, and the toxins could be having 
direct effects on the developing nervous system 
as well as indirect effects via the immune system. 
In addition to xenobiotics, the autoimmunity may 
also be triggered by dietary peptides or bacterial 
toxins (Vojdani et al., 2003), such that causative 
factors in each case may be unique. 

The literature in the field of xenobiotic-induced 
neurotoxicity is rapidly expanding. Many of 
the findings in other species may ultimately be 
found to be useful in future marine mammal and 
human studies. Hopefully, specific biomarkers of 
neuropathic effect that may be incorporated into 
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marine mammal study designs will be among 
those developments. 

As with cetacean studies (Reijnders et al., 
1999a), standardization of methods would be 
helpful in evaluating xenobiotic neurotoxic effects 
in humans, so that results in different study areas 
could be compared (Tilson, 2000). Determining 
exactly which toxins are producing which effect 
in which developmental time frame will require 
long-term research. 

Other Adverse Human Health Considerations

The ubiquitous nature of lipophilic xenobiotics 
has resulted in body burdens of these substances 
throughout the human population. If indeed we are 
able to clearly demonstrate that low levels of some 
of these toxins cause subtle (and not-so-subtle) 
adverse effects on fetuses and infants, particularly 
those resulting in neurological abnormalities, the 
development of appropriate environmental moni-
toring methods should become more urgent. 

Other specific human pathological conse-
quences of xenobiotic exposures will not be 
reviewed in detail in this paper, other than through 
some brief examples. In an interesting recent 
human twin study, there was evidence that environ-
mental factors were more significant than genetic 
predisposition for most cancers (Lichtenstein et 
al., 2000), increasing concerns about the effects of 
environmental toxins in carcinogenesis. 

Human endocrine studies thus far have evalu-
ated the reproductive systems most extensively. 
Increasing male reproductive dysfunction may 
at least in part be related to hormone disrupters. 
Some specific dysfunctions under study include 
decreased sperm counts (Rozati et al., 2000) and 
motility (Richthoff et al., 2003), hypospadias, 
and testicular cancer (Chevrier et al., 2000). In a 
consensus statement following the Atlantic Coast 
Contaminants Workshop in 2000, DeGuise et al. 
(2001) stated that “the contaminant exposure-
endocrine system linkage is no longer a hypoth-
esis, but constitutes a real health hazard to wildlife 
and humans” (p. 1302). With regard to other areas 
of toxicity, they emphasized that “lack of data does 
not mean lack of effects, nor does it mean effects; 
it just means lack of data” (p. 1302). Deficiencies 
in our knowledge about xenobiotic-related patho-
logic processes are most profound in the area of 
insidious, subtle, and chronic exposures, espe-
cially in the very young. 

As with the animal studies, the human popula-
tion is burdened with mixtures of many chemicals, 
and correlations of specific agents with definitive 
pathological processes will be a challenge for 
some time. 

Mass Mortality Events and the Complexity of 
Contributing Factors

Morbilliviruses
Morbilliviruses that have infected cetaceans are 
newly recognized paramyxoviruses related to 
measles and distemper (Di Guardo et al., 2005; 
Kennedy, 1998). Recent epizootics with mass 
mortality events involving marine mammals have 
led to speculation about the possible contribu-
tion of xenobiotics to the animals’ susceptibil-
ity to these infections (Aguilar & Borrell, 1994; 
Aguilar et al., 1999). This subject is addressed 
here because it serves as an excellent example of 
potential multifactorial contributions that often 
need to be considered when looking at environ-
mental cause-and-effect issues.

The earliest evidence for morbillivirus in 
cetaceans was in the 1980s, although archival 
sera show morbillivirus antibodies in marine 
mammals as far back as 1973 (Kennedy, 1998). 
Recent studies indicate that morbilliviruses have 
infected cetaceans worldwide (Van Bressem et 
al., 2001). There are little data regarding symp-
tomatic manifestations in cetaceans, but infected 
seals have been observed and studied. The clinical 
findings are similar to those seen in canine dis-
temper, including respiratory distress, hyperther-
mia, and neurological manifestations (Di Guardo 
et al., 2005). Central nervous system pathological 
changes are primarily those of viral encephalitis, 
and immune system pathology includes general-
ized lymphoid depletion.

Questions remain about the significance of 
the toxicant loads that have been demonstrated 
in some of the animals in morbillivirus-related 
die-offs (Kuehl et al., 1991; Sarokin & Schulkin, 
1992; Watanabe et al., 2000). Although xenobi-
otic-induced immune deficiency could have been 
a contributing factor, other influences could have 
played a similar role. Once an animal is infected 
with one of these viruses, the virus itself may 
impair the immune system (O’Shea, 1999), fur-
ther clouding determination of the cause for labo-
ratory evidence of immunosuppression in necrop-
sied animals.

An alternative explanation for recent morbil-
livirus epizootics is that some infected animals 
had not previously been exposed to the virus and, 
therefore, had simply not yet developed immu-
nity (Kennedy, 1999). In this circumstance, over-
whelming infection could occur despite an intact 
immune system, comparable to deadly epidemics 
of measles in human populations naïve to this virus 
(Black, 1966; Donovan, 1969; Herndon, 1996). 

It is possible that cetaceans may not maintain a 
lifelong immunity following infection with mor-
billivirus as humans do for measles. Morbillivirus 
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antibodies have been detected in Sarasota Bay, 
Florida, resident dolphins (although there is no 
known history of a related mortality event), and 
antibody titers in some animals have been shown 
to diminish over time. Since small coastal dolphin 
populations are not thought to be capable of long-
term maintenance of morbillivirus, the antibody 
responses generated by one exposure to the virus 
could diminish over time and leave the same popu-
lation susceptible to another epizootic event years 
after the last exposure (Duignan et al., 1996).

In 1994, bottlenose dolphin mortalities along 
the Texas coast were associated with morbillivirus 
(Krafft et al., 1995; Worthy, 1998). Morbillivirus 
also may have played a role in the 1992 bottle-
nose dolphin die-off restricted to Matagorda Bay 
(Duignan et al., 1996), which lies south of Galveston 
on the Texas coast. There were unusually heavy 
winter rains prior to this event, raising speculation 
that agricultural runoff of pesticides and herbicides 
was a contributing factor. It is not known whether 
the West Galveston Bay animals were exposed. 

Other considerations of potential importance 
in the recent occurrence of morbillivirus epizoot-
ics include more general global influences, such 
as changing environmental conditions that may 
cause increases in the “prevalence and virulence 
of existing disease or facilitate new diseases” 
(Harvell et al., 1999, p. 1507), or affect range 
shifts in either pathogens or their hosts. One such 
example is that of harmful algal blooms. 

Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs)
The toxic algae, Karenia brevis (K. brevis), 
(Daugbjerg et al., 2000) (previously called 
Gymnodinium breve or Ptychodiscus brevis
[Benson et al., 1999]) produce nine brevetoxins 
(Benson et al., 1999) and may result in Neurotoxic 
Shellfish Poisoning (NPS). In the case of the 1987-
1988 mass mortality event of Atlantic coastal bot-
tlenose dolphins, brevetoxin was found in necrop-
sied animals from that event, causing speculation 
that the K. brevis HAB was the cause of this die-
off (Geraci, 1989). The brevetoxin was traced to a 
1986-1987 HAB in the Gulf of Mexico (Harwood 
& Hall, 1990) that may have been transported to 
the Carolina coasts via the Gulf Stream. While 
the Carolina bloom occurred later in 1987 than 
the beginning of the die-off, it was thought that 
low-level brevetoxin exposure may have occurred 
during dolphin migrations as the algae moved up 
the coast (Anderson & White, 1992). Later studies 
documented evidence that morbillivirus infection 
was a more probable direct cause of this die-off 
(Lipscomb et al., 1994). 

Brevetoxins have been shown to suppress 
cell-mediated immunity (Bossart et al., 1998), 
making exposure a possible indirect factor in 

dolphin die-offs occurring in association with HAB 
events. Brevetoxins are sodium channel agonists 
(Reeves et al., 2001), and they may cause neu-
rotoxicity due to membrane depolarization (van 
Dolah, 2000) and may also induce teratogenicity 
(Kimm-Brinson & Ramsdell, 2001). Brevetoxins 
are distributed systemically both after inhalation 
(Benson et al., 1999) and consumption of whole 
fish. They are lipid-soluble and may accumulate 
in the tissues after repeated exposures, so effects 
may be acute or chronic and cumulative. 

It remains possible that immune dysfunction 
secondary to sublethal exposure to brevetoxin 
from such a bloom might have been one of several 
converging phenomena leading to that particular 
mass mortality event. In addition to evidence for 
morbillivirus infection and prior brevetoxin expo-
sure, there was also evidence for high contaminant 
loads in some animals, and immune system abnor-
malities were seen at necropsy (Geraci, 1989). 
Immune dysfunction might have been caused by 
any or all of these factors, each component likely 
affecting individual animals to different degrees. 

The full complement of adverse effects from 
HABs on dolphins is not yet clearly defined. The 
first recorded bottlenose dolphin mass mortality 
event associated with a massive red tide bloom in 
the Gulf of Mexico occurred in 1946-1947. More 
recently, three unusual manatee mortality events 
have been clearly related to brevetoxin, and two 
bottlenose dolphin die-offs are suspected to be 
secondary to brevetoxin exposure. The first dol-
phin event occurred in 1999-2000; and a briefer 
event in the spring of 2004 resulted in 107 docu-
mented stranding deaths (Anonymous, 2004). In 
the 1999 case, there was histologic and immuno-
histochemical evidence that brevetoxins played a 
role, but the findings were inconclusive (Bossart, 
pers. comm.). In 2004, high levels of brevetoxins 
were found at necropsy, and there was no evi-
dence of morbillivirus; further studies are ongoing 
(Anonymous, 2004). 

Including K. brevis, approximately 60 species 
of toxic microalgae have been identified in the 
marine environment (Pierce & Kirkpatrick, 2001). 
A diatom HAB genus, Pseudonitzschia, produces 
the glutamate receptor agonist domoic acid which 
results in Amnestic Shellfish Poisoning (ASP) in 
humans. The excitotoxic neuronal depolarization 
triggered by domoic acid results in a cascade of 
events, including activation of voltage gated cal-
cium channels (Silvagni et al., 2005).

Pseudonitzschia australis blooms are common 
along the California coast. In the 1998 bloom 
in Monterey Bay, stranded California sea lions 
(Zalophus californianus) were studied by Scholin 
et al. (2000). In addition to the mortalities, sick 
animals exhibited neurological dysfunction, 
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including seizures, head weaving, ataxia, and 
depression. Necropsies showed typical brain 
lesions in the hippocampus, which were similar to 
those found in fatal human cases of domoic acid 
encephalopathy that were due to consumption of 
contaminated mussels from Prince Edward Island 
in 1987 (Teitelbaum et al., 1990). The human sur-
vivors with neurologic sequelae from that event 
had persistent memory disorders as well as other 
findings. The memory deficits resembled those 
found in other conditions with bilateral hippo-
campal loss. In the California blooms, mussels 
(Mytilus edulus) were found to be unaffected, but 
anchovy (Engraulis mordax), a known prey of the 
sea lions, were contaminated. The neuropatholog-
ical findings in the animals affected during three 
such California events from 1998 to 2000 varied 
with the duration of the illness, primarily involv-
ing limbic structures in the brain (Silvagni et al., 
2005).

Concern has been expressed regarding the 
possibility of exposures to HAB toxins in areas 
beyond the actual HAB, when marine mammals 
consume exposed fish that have moved away from 
the bloom, carrying the toxin in their stomachs 
(Geraci et al., 1989). This could have been another 
factor in the 1987-1988 Atlantic bottlenose dol-
phin mass mortality event. 

As the complexity of these issues has become 
more evident in evaluations of prior marine 
mammal mass mortality events, studies of any 
future similar events should be better positioned 
to take into account the potential contributions 
of all of these factors, including morbillivirus, 
HABs, and xenobiotics such as PCBs and other 
immunosuppressing toxins. 

Galveston Bay Environmental Issues

There is increasing recognition of the need to 
understand local anthropogenic disturbances 
and pollution sources when attempting to design 
an optimal study for an environmental indicator 
species in a particular ecosystem (Marsili, 2000; 
da Silva et al., 2003). For this reason, a compi-
lation of historic and current human disturbances 
is presented here that may be pertinent to future 
study of the small resident bottlenose dolphin 
community in West Galveston Bay. 

Historic and Ongoing Factors
The Galveston Bay system is vast and complex 
and has limited exchange of water with the Gulf 
of Mexico. It is surrounded by heavy industry, 
with a population approaching four million in the 
five counties surrounding the bay that have tidal 
waters (Lester & Gonzales, 2002b). The Galveston 
Bay Estuary System has a long history of human 

impacts. By the 1970s, over 100 years of pollution 
helped Galveston Bay become listed as one of the 
ten most polluted bodies of water in the United 
States (Armstrong & Ward, 1993). Since that 
time, notable improvement has occurred, although 
anthropogenic insults to the bay continue. 

Numerous local factors contribute to bay pollu-
tion. Up to half of the total chemical production in 
the United States occurs in the surrounding area, as 
well as 30% of the U.S. petroleum industry (Ditton 
et al., 1989; Santschi et al., 2001). Numerous oil 
and gas wells still operate in or near Galveston Bay. 
Shipping activity in the Houston and Galveston 
area is among the highest in the nation. Growing 
population pressures continue to contribute non-
point source pollutants. Increasing amounts of 
impervious land cover, such as concrete, contribute 
to runoff. More than half of the permitted wastewa-
ter discharges in Texas enter Galveston Bay (Morse 
et al., 1993). Since the 1970s, the flagrant dumping 
of raw sewage into the bay has decreased (Henson, 
1993), but boat discharges, septic tanks, and animal 
waste continue to pollute, and storm sewers on 
Galveston Island still run directly into the Bay and 
Gulf. Factors other than pollution have an impact 
on the ecosystem as well, such as the excessive har-
vesting of some marine seafood. 

Comprehensive study of the pollutants in the 
1,550 km2 of interconnecting bays within the 
Galveston Bay Estuary System has not been pos-
sible. Eastern components of Galveston Bay have 
been more heavily impacted by industrial and 
shipping pollution so that the limited resources 
available for environmental studies have empha-
sized that portion of the bay (Armstrong & Ward, 
1993; Frank et al., 2001). The location of the resi-
dent animals in West Galveston Bay could pro-
vide a new tool for an area in need of long-term 
environmental monitoring.

Direct studies in the western portions of the bay 
have been limited, but the following studies pro-
vide some insight: 
•  Sediment analysis rated Chocolate Bay the 12th 

most toxic of 34 sites throughout Galveston 
Bay (Carr, 1993).

•  Sediment Quality Triad (SQT) data suggested 
that “unmeasured chemicals” (p. 1) or condi-
tions were stressing the system (Carr, 1993). 

•  PCBs have not been detected in West Galveston 
Bay (Lester & Gonzales, 2002a).

•  An increasing trend for DDT and its metabo-
lites has been shown in bottom deposits in West 
Galveston Bay from the 1980s through 2001, 
although the levels remain lower than in other 
areas of the bay (Lester & Gonzales, 2002b).

•  Hg and Cd have both been documented in fish 
and crabs from West Galveston Bay in reports 
from the Texas Department of Health. 
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•  Within the past 40 years, 95% of sea grasses, 
which had been found primarily in West 
Galveston Bay, have been lost (Lester & 
Gonzales, 2002b; Sheridan et al., 1989), 
although planting programs have restored some 
grasses since 1995. 

•  There have been large-scale losses of marsh 
and wetland areas critical to juvenile aquatic 
organisms. 

Local Pollutants
Although there is no documented history of seri-
ous toxic spill events in Chocolate Bay, where 
the resident dolphins spend much of their time 
in warm months, it is a location where negative 
anthropogenic impacts could occur. Chemical 
plants operating along Chocolate Bayou deal pri-
marily with petroleum products used in the manu-
facture of many synthetics. There is heavy barge 
traffic traversing Chocolate Bay both along the 
Intracoastal Waterway (ICW) and through the bay 
to the chemical plants. There are sludge pits adja-
cent to the ICW, which receive the bulk of their 
material from paper and petrochemical companies 
(Armstrong & Ward, 1993).

Agricultural and ranch land lies on the northeast 
boundary of the area, raising concern about pesti-
cide, herbicide, and animal waste runoff. There is 
a 440 km2 watershed area for Chocolate Bayou, 
over half of which is agricultural (Newell et al., 
1992). The increasing trend in concentrations of 
DDT and DDE in West Galveston Bay in recent 
years is an unexpected finding in view of the long-
standing DDT ban in the United States. Of note, 
Gulf of Mexico waters likely receive DDT from 
Mexico, where DDT is currently used for mos-
quito control (Struntz et al., 2004). 

The Environmental Protection Agency Toxics 
Release Inventory Data 2000 indicates high air 
emissions of Hg in Texas, primarily from chemi-
cal, electric generation, and refuse industries. 
Over 98% of rain samples in Texas exceeded the 
EPA human health standard for Hg. 

OCS – An Example of an Infrequently Monitored 
Local Contaminant
Octachlorostyrene (OCS) is one important exam-
ple of an anthropogenic contaminant found in the 
Galveston Bay system that is not regularly moni-
tored. OCS is a lipophilic, semivolatile potential 
mutagen with a high bioaccumulation factor. 
Concern began in the Galveston area when higher 
residues of OCS were found in Galveston Bay 
egret (Ardea albaegret (Ardea albaegret ( ) and heron (Nycticorax nyc-
ticorax) egg and tissue samples than in eggs and 
tissues from known highly contaminated loca-
tions (Rice & Custer, 1991). This resulted in OCS 

becoming defined as a site-specific problem in 
Galveston Bay. 

OCS is a byproduct of electrolysis industries. 
Possible sources of OCS in the Galveston Bay 
area are industries working with the production 
of magnesium (Tarkpea et al., 1985) and chlorine 
(Vogelgesang et al., 1986). OCS is created as a 
waste product of electrolytic chlorine produc-
tion using graphite electrodes. Newer methods of 
chlorine production that do not produce OCS have 
been available since 1970 (Kaminsky & Hites, 
1984), so, ultimately, OCS may diminish in the 
environment if this is a primary source. No trend 
data are available in Galveston Bay at this time.

OCS is a known inducer of EROD (Smith et al., 
1994) and therefore needs to be considered when 
EROD or CYP1A are elevated in biomarker stud-
ies in this area. Rats exposed to OCS demonstrate 
a dose-dependent accumulation in fat and liver as 
well as histological changes in thyroid, liver, and 
kidney (Chu et al., 1986). There is also an active 
metabolite, 4-OH-heptachlorostyrene (4-OH-
HpCS), which has been found in fish (Li et al., 
2003), ringed seals (Phoca hispida), polar bears 
(Sandau et al., 2000), and people (Hovander et al., 
2002). This metabolite has been shown to have 
estrogenic effects (Li et al., 2003) and, like OH-
PCBs with similar structures, 4-OH-HpCS has a 
high binding affinity for the thyroid transport pro-
tein TTR (Sandau et al., 2000). 

One of the early human studies in Germany 
found a correlation between fish consumption and 
OCS levels in people where OCS was a known 
local pollutant (Lommel et al., 1992). Sandau 
et al. (2002) included 4-OH-HpCS in their umbili-
cal cord plasma measurements of xenobiotics from 
different regions of coastal Quebec. They found 
4-OH-HpCS in all umbilical cord plasma samples 
from coastal areas as well as the general population, 
raising concern about possible thyroid dysfunction 
and neurodevelopmental effects on the newborns. 

Few environmental studies in Texas have tested 
for OCS contamination, although high OCS con-
centrations were found in all dolphins tested from 
Matagorda Bay, Texas, whereas none were found 
in dolphins from Alabama or Atlantic United 
States coastal locations (Kuehl & Haebler, 1995).

Recently, OCS and 4-OH-HpCS have been 
included more commonly in studies done else-
where (Sandau et al., 2002). Since OCS is an 
identified local toxicant and has been found in 
dolphins in nearby Matagorda Bay, it is a logical 
parameter to include in future dolphin biomoni-
toring study plans in Galveston Bay. 

Continuing Anthropogenic Pressures
Despite overall improvements in the Galveston 
Bay Estuary System, anthropogenic pressures 
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are increasing in West Galveston Bay and its sur-
rounding areas. There has been a rapid growth 
of Galveston West End housing with associated 
nonpoint-source polluting runoff, as well as 
increased use of the bay for recreational fish-
ing and boating. Commercial shrimpers are also 
active in this area, which brings into play TBT, 
used locally in anti-foulant paints (McFarlane et 
al., 1989) until it was outlawed for small boats 
in 1989 because of its extreme biotoxicity. This 
material is probably still present on some barges, 
as well as remaining on many smaller boats, as 
evidenced by recent high TBT levels in oysters 
from the nearby Houston Yacht Basin (Wade et 
al., 2001). 

The ICW supports heavy industrial barge traf-
fic, which includes chemical products transported 
to and from the petrochemical plants operating 
along Chocolate Bayou. In addition to possible 
pollution from TBT or toxic spill events, passing 
barges may stir up sediment toxins, as may shrimp 
trawling and dredging in the ICW and the deep 
channel running through Chocolate Bay.

Although there is both historical and ongoing 
concern about the state of Galveston Bay, signifi-
cant improvement has occurred. Many stakehold-
ers, including government, education, industry, 
boaters, fishermen, environmental organizations, 
and the public are now concerned about and 
involved in bay issues. 

West Galveston Bay Dolphins as Sentinel 
Study Animals – Recommendations

Longitudinal studies related to the health and 
behavior of the West Galveston Bay dolphins 
should complement the work of many others who 
are striving to evaluate and improve the state of 
the Galveston Bay system. Because this commu-
nity of animals is very small, careful planning will 
be necessary to devise a monitoring method that 
is both safe and locally pertinent. Not only could 
such studies provide important information about 
the state of the bay and the safety of seafood for 
human consumption, they also would relate to the 
health of the dolphins themselves, as they should 
be considered valuable natural resources in their 
own right. 

These dolphins are most consistently found 
within the confines of the bay in summer months, 
so this would be the logical time to locate them 
for study; however, this is also the period when 
recreational fishing is most common in this 
region. When invasive biopsies are initiated, rec-
reational boaters, fishermen, shrimpers, and other 
parties who might observe this procedure should 
be informed and educated about the safety and 
intent of the study. The potential relevance of the 

findings to seafood safety for human consump-
tion may be best understood by these parties. The 
long-term nature of data processing and interpre-
tation must also be addressed. Baseline studies 
will be imperative for future trend data. 

At this time, a biopsy study of this community 
of dolphins is in the planning stage (H. Petersen, 
pers. comm.). The use of a recently described, 
minimally invasive dart-biopsy system devised for 
small cetaceans (Krützen et al., 2002) is planned. 
Genetic testing and identification of the animal’s 
gender will not only help to better define the resi-
dent animals but can then be used to confirm indi-
vidual animals resampled at a later date, looking 
for trends. 

In addition to genetic data, biopsy samples 
can allow some biomarker and/or toxicological 
data processing. Blubber used for toxicant testing 
should be deeper than the superficial connective 
tissue-laden level (Reeves et al., 2001). It is not 
yet clear how all of the various toxicants might be 
stratified within the blubber layers as Hobbs et al. 
(2003) found a great deal of variability between 
individual animals in this regard. Pending the size 
of the biopsy obtained, there may be adequate 
blubber available for toxicology and/or sufficient 
skin for biomarker studies such as BPMO activity, 
BaP-DNA adducts, other DNA alterations, metal 
analysis (Fossi et al., 2003), and/or CYP1A (Fossi 
et al., 2003; Reeves et al., 2001). 

When taking local contaminants into account 
for study designs for toxin or biomarker detec-
tion in the West Galveston Bay resident dolphins, 
OCS, TBT, and DDT should be considered. In 
addition, since the chemical plants located along 
Chocolate Bayou deal primarily with petroleum 
products, DNA adducts may also be important as 
biomarkers

Metals are generally not lipophilic (except for 
MeHg), so that concentrations in blubber are sig-
nificantly lower than in other tissues such as liver 
and kidney. Roditi-Elasar et al. (2003) found total 
Hg levels in skin, blubber, and brain to be in simi-
lar ranges in bottlenose dolphins, however. Cd 
levels in skin tended to be slightly higher than in 
blubber and brain. Such studies are providing data 
that may allow estimation of levels in other tissues 
based on findings in skin and blubber samples. 
These two toxic metals should be the primary 
ones considered for testing in this area, based on 
available prior environmental data. Cd exposure 
would be less likely if the resident dolphins do not 
consume significant amounts of squid (Decataldo 
et al., 2004).

Although lipophilic toxicants are found in ceta-
ceans even in areas removed from heavy human 
pollution (Tanabe et al., 1994), the degree and 
composition of bioaccumulated toxins in these 
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animals should still be significant indicators of 
local conditions and food sources (Krahn et al., 
1999; Ross et al., 2000; Watanabe et al., 2000). 
The more widespread pollutants and/or their asso-
ciated biomarkers should be incorporated in the 
study design if biopsy sample size allows.

Many pollutant and biomarker studies are 
available for comparative purposes and may be 
used when attempting to determine the poten-
tial significance of the findings from the West 
Galveston Bay dolphin biopsy study. As noted, 
biomarkers tend to be nonspecific. They provide 
a tool, and results must be interpreted in light of 
the toxins most likely to be present in the study 
area. Because CYP1A may be influenced by 
many xenobiotics, including some PCBs, PAHs, 
and OCS, if elevated CYP1A activity is found, 
it will be important to devise protocols to evalu-
ate and pursue possible local xenobiotic inducers 
of this enzyme system. In addition to looking for 
sources of the problem, further study of seafood in 
the area as well as people who are heavy seafood 
consumers may need to be considered. 

While the resident animals in West Galveston 
Bay are being more clearly characterized, other 
researchers are studying the dolphins seen in 
the eastern portion of Galveston Bay, which has 
been more heavily impacted by anthropogenic 
influences. As individual dolphins are identified 
as residents in that location, studies designed to 
compare parameters such as biomarkers of effect 
and toxin loads in these animals and the West 
Galveston Bay residents should be considered. It 
is possible that a gradient of exposure to different 
toxicants may be demonstrable (Reijnders et al., 
1999b).

Long-term data covering significant changes in 
behavioral patterns could provide valuable infor-
mation about environmental conditions should 
significant changes occur. Combining ongoing 
studies of population dynamics and behavior of 
sentinel bioindicator organisms with searches for 
biomarkers of toxic effects may enable researchers 
to discover changes that provide early warnings if 
critical environmental disturbances occur. More 
serious long-term ecotoxicologic consequences 
may be avoided if this leads to the discovery of 
the ultimate cause or causes of observed adverse 
effects.

Conclusions

Regional marine monitoring programs using 
sentinel species face numerous challenges in 
determining the relevance of their findings to the 
local marine ecology (Segar & Stamman, 1986). 
Carefully designed, long-term monitoring of indi-
vidual animals in order to seek new findings or 

trends is a particularly valuable approach. It will 
always be necessary to recognize that any marine 
environment, most particularly coastal waters near 
human population centers, will have complicated 
mixtures of toxins, some of which may be dispro-
portionately represented in specific regions. With 
our incomplete knowledge of unknown POPs and 
their toxicities, new toxicant information also 
must be factored into our databases in future, and 
the potential significance of measured biomarkers 
may need to be reevaluated or expanded. 

The West Galveston Bay dolphins are rela-
tively isolated from the larger coastal dolphin 
population when they are in West Galveston 
Bay and Chocolate Bay. These resident animals 
present an opportunity for cooperative studies 
between disciplines and institutions. We are for-
tunate to have such a community of dolphins in 
an area with numerous well-established universi-
ties and medical schools in Galveston and nearby 
Houston. Collaboration of marine mammalogists, 
medical researchers, veterinarians, ecotoxicolo-
gists, oceanographers, industry, environmental 
managers, and other stakeholders could provide 
new insight from multiple disciplines and areas of 
interest that might apply to the study of this popu-
lation of animals. Keeping abreast of findings in 
different fields may provide researchers with new 
perspectives and ideas relevant to their particular 
area of interest. Interdisciplinary communication 
is particularly important in environmental stud-
ies, as varying effects of toxins on different spe-
cies need to be compared and considered. Within 
the confines of our closed global ecosystem, all 
biological systems may be at various levels of 
risk considering the number of both known and 
unknown POPs in our environment. 

Working together, it should be possible to deter-
mine the most appropriate parameters to study 
over the long term to optimize information about 
this location. Study designs are rapidly evolving 
in many related fields, and useful biomarker infor-
mation discovered in humans as well as terrestrial 
and laboratory animals should be considered for 
testing in other species, including marine mam-
mals. It is important to remain aware of research 
regarding the implications of ecosystem changes 
to human health as well. 

The realities of funding and politics suggest 
that investigation and subsequent correction of 
anthropogenic environmental impacts tend to be 
more likely when data suggests that the human 
population is at risk. As evidence mounts that 
even small doses of some of the environmental 
toxins found in seafood can be detrimental, par-
ticularly to human fetuses and very young chil-
dren, this argument will continue to gain credibil-
ity. If conditions such as hyperactivity-attention 
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deficit disorder and autism continue to show 
ongoing increases in frequency, now that diagnos-
tic criteria are more clearly established, questions 
about environmental toxins’ contribution to these 
and other neurodevelopmental conditions must 
be answered. Biomonitoring of ecosystems that 
humans use heavily to harvest seafood should not 
wait, however, as even the possibility of such tox-
icities has devastating implications. 

While being hopeful that the local environmen-
tal indicators will remain positive, it is prudent to 
look for early warnings of adverse changes in West 
Galveston Bay and to document baseline data. An 
opportunity exists to provide information that may 
contribute to the preservation of this portion of the 
bay and to protect people as well as dolphins that 
are eating seafood from this area. There is also 
the chance to use this well-studied system and its 
upper-trophic level marine mammal inhabitants 
as models of ecosystem monitoring that—with 
appropriate caution—may be extrapolated to other 
locations around the world.
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